Large-scale solar district heating plants in Danish smart thermal grid: Developments and recent trends
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Large solar collector fields are very popular in district heating systems in Denmark, even though the solar radiation source is not favorable at high latitudes compared to other regions. Business models for large solar heating plants in Denmark have attracted much attention worldwide. Denmark is not only the biggest country in both total installed capacities and numbers of large solar district heating plants, but also is the first and only country with commercial market-driven solar district heating plants. By the end of 2017, more than 1.3 million m\textsuperscript{2} solar district heating plants are in operation in Denmark. Furthermore, more than 70% of the large solar district heating plants worldwide are constructed in Denmark. Based on the case of Denmark, this study reviews the developments of large solar district heating plants in Denmark since 2006. Success factors for Danish experiences were summarized and discussed. Novel design concepts of large solar district heating plants are also addressed to clarify the future development trend. Potential integration of large solar district heating plants with other renewable energy technologies are discussed. This paper can provide references to potential countries that want to exploit the market for solar district heating plants. Policy-makers can evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of solar district heating systems in the national energy planning level based on the know-how and experiences from Denmark.

1. Introduction

District energy systems are often more environmentally beneficial and financially reasonable when limited retrofit is required [1]. Currently, district heating networks are well-established in some countries and play an important role in district energy systems [2]. The building sector consumes 40% of total society energy consumption in Europe [3]. Space heating and domestic hot water has consumed more than 80% of energy consumption in the building sector [4]. 84% of energy demand for space heating and domestic hot water are covered by fossil energy systems, while only 16% comes from renewable energy [5]. Solar energy is widely used in electricity production, space heating and cooling, and domestic hot water system [6]. The advantages of solar systems are highlighted to reduce the management costs during mid-season periods and summer when an almost zero marginal cost thermal energy can displace the use of boilers [7]. Solar collector field should be integrated in the district energy systems based on the economic and energy optimizations [8]. The first large-scale solar heating systems were introduced in Sweden in the late 70's [9]. Most of the early large solar seasonal storage heating plants are evaluated and reported in the IEA SHC Task 7 “Central Solar Heating Plants With Seasonal Storage” for the period June 1979–June 1988 [10]. IEA SHC Task 45 – “Large Scale Solar Heating and Cooling Systems” (Jan.2011–Dec.2014) focused on cost effectiveness, high performance and reliability of large solar thermal systems [11]. IEA SHC Task 55 “Towards the Integration of Large SHC Systems into District Heating and Cooling (DHC) Network” (Sep.2016–Aug.2020) [12] also have been initiated to promote large-scale solar district heating around the world. Large solar district heating plants are installed in Europe rapidly during the last decades, particularly in Germany, Austria, and Denmark [13].

Perez-Mora et al. [14] presented four different types of solar district heating and cooling system in Europe. Germany put many efforts to develop 8 central solar heating plants with seasonal storage since 1995.
Anders Tonhammer determined the technical, economic and environmental potential of a Solar District Heating facility, combined with a seasonal thermal storage, in the district heating network in Stockholm [16]. Reiter et al. [17] proposed a 500,000 m² solar district heating plant for the whole city of Graz, Austria. Urbanock et al. [18] found a solar fraction of about 10% can be reached easily from technical and economic points of view based on conventional district heating (DH) systems in East Germany. In addition, Bauer et al. [19] found that solar district heating systems together with seasonal storage with solar fraction above 50% are technological and economic viability in a Germany project. It was also concluded that the great energy-saving and substitution potential of solar assisted district heating plants can be realized with a large scale if the cost of solar collector fields can be at a reasonable level [20]. Hassine et al. [21] recommended the extension of the solar collectors’ area and the storage of solar heat to reach 100% solar fraction during the summer for an existing district heating network in Germany. Welsch et al. [22] suggested that medium deep borehole thermal energy storage systems in combination with a large solar thermal collector field and a small combined heat and power can be a cost-effective alternative to large CHPs for mitigating greenhouse gas emissions in district heating systems. Soloha et al. [23] discussed the possibilities and opportunities of implementing a large scale solar collector field accompanied by a seasonal water storage tank in a particular district heating facility in Latvia. It is concluded that solar district heating systems with seasonal storage tanks can be attractive in Latvia. Ciampi et al. [24] carried out thermo-economic sensitivity analysis by dynamic simulations of a small Italian solar district heating system with a seasonal borehole thermal energy storage. The results showed that primary energy consumption and carbon dioxide equivalent emission of the studied plant can be reduced by up to 6% and 4%, respectively. Caretungo et al. [25] did a dynamic simulation and energy-economic analysis on novel solar-geothermal district heating, cooling and domestic hot water systems in the southern Italy. Felipe Andreu et al. [26] did an estimation of the solar heat cost for central solar heating plant with pit thermal seasonal storage based on the condition of Velika Gorica. It was highlighted that solar district heating system with underground thermal energy storage, supported by biomass energy, is an interesting technology for implementation in the Mediterranean’s low-to-medium population density areas [27]. Similar findings were shown for Mediterranean climate regions that in the reference [28]. Mateo de Guadaluía et al. [29] evaluated the potential of central solar heating plants with seasonal storage in Spain. Winterscheid et al. [30] showed that the integration of solar heat into existing district heating systems brings benefits of CO2 emission reduction and operation flexibility to district heating systems where heat is supplied mainly by fossil combined heat and power plants. Hirvonen et al. [31] investigated the potential of solar district heating systems in Finland. Optimal design and comparison of a centralized and semi-decentralized community size solar district heating system was carried out [32]. They found that solar district heating community can work at high latitude Nordic countries, like Finland [33]. Rámí et al. [34] also found that centralized solar heating systems within the lower range of reported investment costs represented a viable business case for renewable energy integration based on a case study of a local district heating system in Finland. Tulus et al. [35] presented the economic and environmental potential for solar assisted central heating plants in the EU residential sector. Nicolás Pardo García et al. [36] found that the use of Photovoltaic thermal hybrid solar collectors in combination with district heating for a Central European multi-family house provides important benefits in terms of sustainability, energy security, carbon abatement and costs. Salehi et al. [37] discussed the feasibility of solar-assisted absorption heat pumps for space heating with exergoeconomics compared to gas boilers and solar heating systems for the town of Sarein in Iran. Boutah et al. [38] did parametric study the thermal performance of a combined solar air-conditioning, space heating and domestic hot water system and found it feasible with subsidies of 20% of initial investment cost from the government in Morocco. Pakere et al. [39] analyzed optimal integration of photovoltaic thermal hybrid (PVT) technology in district heating systems by covering industrial power consumption and heat demand of buildings in the Northern European climate. Jouhara et al. [40] also concluded that hybrid flat heat pipe solar PV/T roof collectors have potential contribution to district heating applications. Xu et al. [41] assessed the performance of a district heating systems with 1002 m² solar collector field, industry excess heat, and large underground seasonal thermal energy storage in China.

There are two very successful stories on large solar district heating systems. First one is the Drake Landing solar heating community in Canada [42]. More than 90% solar fraction (space heating demand) has been achieved in Drake Landing solar heating community in the past five years [43]. This plant has been in reliable operation with no unscheduled interruptions in heating delivery operations. Reed et al. [44] investigated the potential of solar district heating plants in USA based on the Drake Landing solar heating community. The results showed that it was an attractive investment for solar district heating with under-ground thermal energy storage when compared with natural gas-based systems for the provision of residential space heating in North America. Renaldi et al. [45] also did techno-economic analysis of a solar district heating system with seasonal thermal storage in the UK based on the Drake Landing solar heating community. It is found that the systems is feasible in the UK. Flynn et al. [46] analyzed the influence of location and design on the performance of a solar district heating system equipped with borehole seasonal storage using the Drake Landing solar heating community model. Model predictive control was carried out by Jose Quintana et al. [47] for Drake Landing solar heating community in order to reduce energy consumption of backup fossil systems. Similar research on Drake Landing solar heating community also can be found in the reference [48]. However, because solar heat in Canada cannot compete with natural gas boilers, there are not any other new large solar district heating systems which have been built in Canada after the Drake Landing solar heating community.

The other story is Danish solar district heating plants [49]. Denmark aims to get rid of fossil energy by 2050. A broad majority in the Danish Parliament entered an agreement in March 2012 on the 2020 climate strategy and a long-term target to reach 100% renewable energy in the energy system by 2050. On contrary to the situation in Canada, solar district heating plants can compete with the heat price of natural gas boilers, since Danish government has energy tax on natural gas. Solar district heating plants are completely commercial solutions in Danish district energy systems. The cost-effectiveness of solar heating systems have to be investigated carefully during the plan and design phase. Arakboosar et al. [50] designed a bifunctional solar assisted absorption chiller district heating and cooling networks for Aarhus University Hospital. It was found that the proposed systems is very economical with short payback period. Bava et al. did a detailed analysis on a 3257 m² solar heating plant in Denmark [51].

More than 64% heat demand of households are supplied by the district heating networks in Denmark. The Danish district heating system is expected to play a significant role in the following goals: (1) In 2020, wind turbines shall cover 50% of the domestic electricity supply; (2) In 2035, all the electricity and heat supply shall come from renewable energy. On June 29 of 2018, the Danish government signed a new energy agreement with the support of all the sitting parties in the Danish parliament. The agreement reaffirms and strengthens Denmark’s climate and energy goals leading up to 2030. The energy agreement contains a wide range of ambitious green initiatives and easing of electricity taxes, which will help Danish consumers to replace fossil energy with green electricity. Similarly, companies and consumers will receive cheaper heating through a modernisation of the heating sector. A modernisation of the heating sector, where both the district heating sector and the consumers have a free choice to decide future investments, resulting in cheap heating for both companies and consumers [52]. Fig. 1 shows the future scenarios of district heating networks in
Denmark. It can be seen clearly that the solar energy has more and more share in the near future.

More than 1.3 million square meter solar district heating plants have been installed in Denmark by the end of 2017. Furthermore, there are more than 100 large solar district heating plants installed in Denmark. Denmark is the leading country in both solar district heating capacity and numbers of solar district heating plants around the world, see in Fig. 2.

Large solar district heating plants have been installed fast in Denmark in the last decade. As shown in Fig. 2, Denmark is far ahead of other countries in both installed numbers and capacities of large solar district heating systems. Fig. 3 shows the development of large solar district heating plants from 2006. By the comparison of the scenarios in 2008 and 2016 in Fig. 4, the market of solar district heating systems has the market blowout in the last decade around the whole Denmark. Denmark is not only the global-leader in the large-scale solar district heating plants, but also the only country with a mature and commercial market for solar district heating plants. Most collectors in the existing plants are mass-produced ground-mounted large area flat plate collectors. Solar heating production is expected to reach 6000 TJ in 2025, which is approximately 7 times the amount in 2015 [53].

Fig. 5 shows examples of the large solar heating plants in Denmark. The first successful solar district heating plant was the Marstal solar heating plant, which was co-funded by the Danish Energy Agency in the Sunstore projects since 2003. The area of the solar collector field in Mastal is 33300 m². Vojens plant with 70000 m² solar collector was the largest solar district heating plant in the world in 2015. Silkeborg plant with 0.16 km² solar collector came to the first place in 2016, see in Fig. 5. Water pit seasonal heat storages are used in solar heating plants to significantly increase solar fraction of the plant. The first water pit heat storage of 10000 m³ was demonstrated in Marstal in 2004. Then water pit storages with improved designs were constructed in Marstal (75000 m³, 2012), Dronninglund (62000 m³, 2014) and Vojens (200000 m³, 2015). To sum up, large solar district heating plants with tens of thousands square meter solar collector have developed very fast in the last decade in Denmark.

Trier et al. [57] reported the characters of Danish solar district heating plants in IEA SHC Task 52. It was found that the large-scale solar district heating plants may be feasible in most European countries. Denmark usually is famous for wind power in renewable energy sector. M.N. Fisch et al. [58] gave an overview of large-scale solar district heating systems in Europe in 1998. Only Alfred Heller reported 15 Years of R&D in central solar heating in Denmark in 2000 before the take-off of these systems [59]. Limited other scientific publications on comprehensive analysis on the great successful story of Danish solar district heating plants are found, as far as we know. It could be possible to have a similar development of large solar district heating in other countries [57]. Large solar district heating plants in Denmark are taken
as example in this paper. This study summaries the development of large solar district heating plants in Denmark. The results not only can provide some reference design basis for large solar district heating plants for other countries, but also present the business models for other countries, where solar district heating can be included in the energy systems.

The paper is organized as follows: the 1st section is the introduction; the 2nd section is solar radiation analysis; the 3rd section introduces the typical solar district heating plants in Denmark; the 4th section summaries the research and development of solar district heating plants; the 5th section and 6th section are discussions and conclusions & policy implications, respectively.

2. Solar radiation analysis

The yearly global radiation in Denmark is around 1000–1150 kWh/m², as is shown in Fig. 6. Solar radiation conditions in Denmark is not so favorable compared to many other regions worldwide [60], as shown in Fig. 7. Solar collectors in Denmark are placed with an angle of approximately 30–40° to get the maximum solar radiation, while also taking into consideration the cast of shadows. The total radiation on the tilted collector surfaces will be 1100–1200 kWh/m² [60]. Yearly Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) in Denmark is around 1000 kWh/m².

3. Smart Danish solar district heating systems

Fig. 8 shows the typical system integration of solar district heating

Fig. 4. Distribution of solar district heating plants in Denmark [56].
systems in Denmark. In most cases, the large solar collector field is just directly connected to the existing district heating networks by a flat plate heat exchanger. This principle is similar to the prospects in the reference [15] that solar renovation of existing district heating systems will become increasingly important as a way of reducing fossil energy demand and CO_2-emissions in existing urban areas. Existing heat storages in district heating networks are used as diurnal storage component. The solar collector fields are located at the countryside, where the land is very cheap. Most district heating companies are nonprofit, even owned by the communities. The main investment in solar heating plants are mainly solar collectors. If there are no complete district heating systems, the investment of the whole systems will be high, which is not a problem in Denmark. District heating is very popular in Denmark. More than 64% of Danish household are
connected to district heating networks. So there are very profound district heating networks in Denmark. Figs. 9 and 10 show the principle of Gram solar heating plants and Bradstrup solar heating plants, respectively. Solar heating plants in Gram combined water pit heat storage and heat pump to provide heat for district heating networks. The solar heating plant in Bradstrup is integrated with borehole heat storage to provide heat to district heating networks. Water pit storage and borehole storage are two common seasonal storage technologies in Denmark.

Furbo et al. [62] have summed up the thermal performance of solar district heating plants in Denmark. The average yearly solar heat of the plants is in the range of 400–460 kWh/m². The efficiency of the whole solar heating plants is around 40%. The energy output of the solar district heating plants depends on the operation temperature of the district heating networks, storage capacity and so on. A 40–50% efficiency of Danish solar district heating plants was also found by Nouisser et al. [63]. The good efficiency shows that the large-scale solar collector components used in district heating plants are very reliable products after many (up to 30) years’ operation.

### 3.1. Typical large-scale solar plate collector

Flat plate collector and evacuated tube collector are the common solar collectors in low-temperature solar thermal systems below 100 °C [67]. Solar collectors used in Denmark mainly are ground-mounted flat plate collectors, not widely used evacuated tube collector in Asia [68]. Flat plate collectors used in Danish large solar district heating plants have larger size than the normal ones in the market. The aperture area can be in the range between 12.6 and 14.5 m². The typical solar collectors used in Danish solar district heating plants can be found in Fig. 11. The solar collectors with fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) foils have a bit lower optical efficiency and heat loss coefficient than the solar collectors without FEP foils. In order to gain higher solar heat production, the solar collectors without FEP foils in the front and that with FEP foils in the back are usually connected in series. The optical efficiency of both collectors are around 0.77–0.8. The parameters are available in the Solarkeymark [69]. The main manufacture of large flat plate collector delivered to solar heating plants in Denmark is Arcon-Sunmark A/S. GREENextEC also cooperates with Aalborg CSP A/S to expand its market. Savosolar ApS has delivered large flat plate collectors to a few plants in Denmark as well. All manufacturers have different design details, to improve the cost performance ratio. The way to interconnect the individual collectors, also differs, but with the same goal to get low costs and low pipe losses and good flow distribution. This is vital for good cost/performance ratio for a collector field and part of the success story.
Fig. 9. Gram solar heating plants in Denmark [64].

Fig. 10. Bredstrup solar district heating plant in Denmark [65].

Fig. 11. Typical large area solar collector without/with FEP foils (Source: Arcon-Sunmark A/S) [66].
3.2. With/without seasonal heat storage

Seasonal heat storage technology found its place favourably in solar energy system due to the seasonal mismatch between solar resources and heat demand [70]. Thermal storage will be more and more important for future energy system with high penetration of fluctuating renewable energy [71]. The typical heat storage solution for solar district heating plants is a cylindrical steel tank placed on the ground, used as diurnal storage. Typically, a steel tank is already installed at the existing district heating plants, when solar district heating systems are considered. This is because most plants interested in a solar heating system (as mentioned) are natural gas fired combined heat and power (CHP) plants, which normally use an accumulation tank to even out the demand fluctuations and to produce electricity and heat when the fluctuating electricity price is high, even if there is no or low demand for heat.

Typical solar fractions of solar heating plants are around 20% in Denmark, if there is no seasonal heat storage [72]. The share of solar heating in a district heating system without heat storage is relatively low (5–8% of yearly heat demand). Hence, the most common application is the combination of a solar thermal system with a diurnal heat storage, which will enable approximately 20–25% share of solar district heating in a district heating system. A typical Danish system with a short-term heat storage of 0.1–0.3 m$^3$/m$^2$ solar collector covers correspondingly 10–25% of the annual heat demand. The ratio of storage volume/collector area as a function of solar fraction in Denmark can found in Fig. 12. A cooling system to cope with surplus heat may be economically feasible and can help to reach a higher solar fraction without the installation of seasonal storage.

Moreover, the combination with a seasonal heat storage can increase the share of solar heating to 30–50% economically, and theoretically up to 100% with enough large solar collector fields. Hence, there is an important synergy with seasonal storage technologies. Towards solar district heating with more than 70% solar fraction has been found possible to achieve at reasonable costs compared to natural gas based CHP plant heat prices in Denmark [73].

Seasonal heat storage units normally have 4 types of designs: tank storage, water pit storage, borehole storage and aquifer thermal energy storage, as shown in Fig. 13. Denmark is the leading country for water pit storage for district heating in the world [74]. Table 1 lists all the seasonal heat storage project in Denmark.

Fig. 12. Storage volume/collector area as a function of solar fraction [75].

Fig. 13. Typical seasonal storage components (Source: Solites).
Table 1
Summary of seasonal heat storage in Denmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Size, m³</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otterup-gårds</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>1993-1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marstal</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marstal</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2011/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broedstrup</td>
<td>19,000 (soil)</td>
<td>Borehole</td>
<td>2011/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dronninglund</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vojens</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2014/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grum</td>
<td>122,000</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2014/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toftlund</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoje Taastrup</td>
<td>70,000 (Planned)</td>
<td>Water pit</td>
<td>2019 (Planned)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Economic analysis

Olsthoorn et al. [76] summarized various variables of district heating systems can be optimized, including improvement of energy and exergy efficiency, life cycle analysis of costs, optimization of cost versus efficiency and reduction of greenhouse gases and pollutants. Levelized Cost of Heat (LCOH) has been proposed as the consistent evaluation criterion for solar thermal systems [77]. Normally the solar district heating plants are owned by the local communities. So it is interesting to compare the LCOH and heat production cost of other energy systems. Fig. 14 shows the typical fuel fee and tax of typical energy systems in Denmark.

The heat production cost of boiler wood pellets, wood chips and straw are lower than 35 EU./MWh. The heat production cost of electrical heat pump is around 37 EU./MWh. The heat price of the boiler straw is the lowest one, below 25 EU./MWh. The heat price of natural gas boilers in Denmark can be the highest one, higher than 60 EU./MWh. The heat price of solar heat can be in the range of 20-40 EU./MWh. The lowest heat price of solar district heating plants is only one third of that of natural gas boilers. Solar district heating plants are one kind of totally cost-effective heat sources for district heating networks in Denmark.

4. New trends

Even though Denmark has already been the dominated country in solar district heating plants, there are many research and developments to make Denmark as a frontrunner in solar district heating plants. Parabolic trough collectors and compound parabolic trough collectors are been testing in the pilot projects. 4th generation district heating systems with low temperature and smart integration with other energy technologies also provide many potential for solar district heating plants [78]. New trends on solar district heating plants are introduced in this section.

4.1. Parabolic trough collector

Most collectors in existing solar district heating plants are large area flat plate collectors. Since 2013, Aalborg CSP A/S and Technical University of Denmark have started to investigate the potential of parabolic trough collectors in solar district heating plants in Denmark [79].

Parabolic trough collectors have not been regarded as a suitable technology for high latitude areas like in Denmark for a long time, even though a preliminary study in 2000 showed that parabolic trough collector can work under Danish climate conditions [80]. The efficiency of flat plate collectors decreases sharply with the increase of the operation temperature. Parabolic trough collectors have a constant and high efficiency regardless of operation temperature. There are three demonstration parabolic trough collector plants in Denmark.

In 2011, Aalborg CSP A/S was engaged in cooperation with the visionary Thisted Varmebygnings in the establishment of a pilot project using concentrated solar power for district heating [81]. The plant is the first one in the world to use the CSP technology for district heating purposes. A prototype CSP plant in Thisted built by Aalborg CSP A/S has been monitored and evaluated during the spring and summer 2013. The performance of the Thisted was investigated by Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The results show that the parabolic trough collector can work under Danish conditions.

Fig. 15 shows the principle of a combined solar heating plant with flat plate collectors and parabolic trough collectors. Detailed thermal performances are also presented to demonstrate the feasibility of parabolic trough collectors at high latitudes with low annual solar radiation resources [82]. The combination of flat plate collectors and the parabolic trough collector technology in series is a perfect match as both systems deliver exactly what they do best: flat collectors have a higher performance at lower temperatures and produce more heat around midday, whereas parabolic trough collector is most efficient at high temperatures and provides a more balanced heat production throughout the day. The solar heating system for Taars Varmebygning applies flat collectors to preheat the water which is thereafter boosted by the parabolic trough collector technology to achieve the required

![Fig. 14. Fuel costs for heating production including taxes and VAT in Denmark [53].](image-url)
Fig. 15. Taars plant: a combined solar district heating plant with flat plate collectors and parabolic trough collectors in series (Source: Aalborg CSP A/S) [81].

supply temperature of the district heating network [83]. The mix of the two technologies allows better daily energy distribution [84]. A hybrid solar district heating plant with 5960 m² flat plate collector field and 4039 m² parabolic trough collector field in series was put into operation in August of 2015. The district heating network supplies heat to 2000 habitants/840 buildings. Detailed info about the yearly thermal performance can be found in the reference [85].

As suggested, the configuration with an organic Rankine cycle with solar thermal collectors and a biomass boiler is particularly attractive for large capacity plants [86]. Aalborg CSP A/S in close collaboration with the Danish district heating plant (Brønderslev Forsyning) carried out a comprehensive feasibility study on the potential to use concentrated solar power as an add-on to a biomass-ORC plant, as shown in Fig. 16. Based on the positive findings, Aalborg CSP A/S was awarded the contract to develop and supply the 16.6 MWth CSP plant enabling production of heat and electricity within one carbon-free system [87]. The CSP plant consists of 40 rows of 125 m long parabolic trough loops with an aperture area of 26,929 m² [87]. The parabolic troughs (U-shaped mirrors) collect the sun’s rays and reflect them onto a vacuum receiver pipe wherein a fluid is heated up to 330 °C. This high temperature is able to drive an electric turbine to produce electricity, but the flexibility of the system also allows production of lower temperatures for district heating purposes. To maximize the yield of energy, waste heat from organic Rankine cycle, is utilized and sent to the district heating circuit whereas electrical power is generated at peak price periods. Small scale parabolic trough collectors are also promoted for

Fig. 16. Combined solar power and heating plant in Denmark (Source: Aalborg CSP A/S).
solar district heating systems by Absolicon Solar Collector AB, a Swedish company [88]. Performance of this small scale parabolic trough collector can be found in the reference [89].

4.2. Compound parabolic collectors

A new concept of large compound parabolic collector (CPC) has been developed by the Danish company PolyCSP Aps for hybrid solar thermal heating plants. The design is especially optimized for the temperature range of 60 °C–120 °C for district heating application. Four CPC solar collectors were installed in series as the last array connected to the solar collector field in Saihly solar heating plant (http://www.saihlyvarmeveerk.dk/), see Fig. 17. The principle is similar to the Taarn hybrid solar heating plant. The preheated water from flat plate collectors is further heated by the compound parabolic trough collectors to the required supply temperature of the district heating network.

4.3. Low-temperature district heating systems

In many Danish district heating networks, the flow temperature is around 80 °C or higher, and the return temperature around 40–45 °C. Many district heating companies have focused on reducing the temperatures in their networks, in some cases as low as 50/25 °C forward/return. In the future, even lower temperatures may be possible [90]. Lower temperature will result in several advantages: (1) Low temperature DH will reduce the heat loss of the pipe grid; (2) The flexibility of DH networks: the lower the required supply temperature is, the better the efficiency of heat pump and solar heating plants is.

4.4. Integration with other energy technologies

Integration of smart grids, energy storage and increased share of renewable energy is more and more interesting for district heating systems [91]. Previous studies also indicate that the introduction of heat pumps in Denmark will have a positive impact on the total costs for energy supply in the transition towards 100% renewable energy. In 2030, heat pumps are expected to cover around 15% of the net space heating demand of households. It has been revealed that solar district heating systems with seasonal thermal energy storage integrating heat pump are more energetically efficient than that without heat pump [92]. One study showed that the technical and private economic aspects of integrating a large capacity of electric driven heat pumps in the Greater Copenhagen district heating system, which is an example of a state-of-the-art large district heating system with many consumers and suppliers [93]. Heat pump combined with heat storage utilizing wind power locally was also demonstrated in [94]. It is also showed excess heat from industrial thermal processes within 5 km by 5 km Danish Square Grid in Denmark [95]. A map of excess heat from industrial thermal processes and heat sources in Denmark relative to heat demand summarized per municipality was shown in the reference [96].

Danish government has ambitious plan to develop the wind energy systems for electricity. Wind turbines delivered power equivalent to 43.6 percent of Denmark’s electricity consumption in 2017 [97]. This is a new milestone in the effort to transform the energy supply system in the country to be carbon neutral. A large share of electricity from wind energy into the electricity grid will result in that CHP plant will not be operated so frequently. It is not economic to operate CHP only for heat. Noussan et al. [98] reported the similar conclusion for Italian context with high penetration of renewables in the electricity mix. Other heat sources, including water heat, heat from heat pumps (using wind power), biomass boilers, and solar district heating plants, will become more and more interesting for district heating networks. The mentioned renewable heat resources together with short-term and long-term storages can make 100% renewable district heating networks possible.

Large-scale compression heat pumps would improve the integration between the district heating and power sectors by utilizing the fluctuations in the supply from wind power, solar photovoltaic and other sources. A potential for introducing heat pumps in Denmark between 2 and 4 GW-thermal power and a total potential benefit around 100 MW/year in 2025 was found by the Lund et al. [99]. Seasonal thermal energy storage systems alongside heat pumps have received an increasing attention in Denmark [100]. Centralized district heating based on heat pumps and large storages is a cost-effective solution, when there is excess electricity from wind turbines [101]. As aforementioned, large solar heating systems and biomass boilers are already a cost-effective solution for district heating networks in Denmark. Parabolic trough collectors can be put into defocus and focus during operation with smart control [84]. So solar heat from parabolic trough collectors is one kind of boiler for district heating systems. The systematic integration of central solar heating plants, heat pumps driven by excess renewable electricity, biomass boilers with large long-term & short-term storage components can be an alternative solution for high renewable penetration in the district heating systems. District heating networks with 100% renewable energy can be a reality in the near future. Furthermore, higher penetration of wind and solar energy in the energy mix together with storage technologies can increase flexibility to cope with variability in power generation, and redispacth in case of forecast errors [102].

5. Discussions

The success key factors for solar district heating plants in Denmark can be summarized as follows [103]: profound district heating networks, cheap land, cost-effectiveness of ground mounted collectors, high collector efficiency, long lifetime of the collector, high energy tax on natural gas, competitive heat production price, interaction with liberal electricity market.

The advantages of solar thermal energy reduce in terms of fossil fuel and CO2-emission reductions when transitioning towards a high-renewable energy system in the near future [104]. In fact, the main and final goal of the district heating utilities is to achieve the lowest possible heat price for their customers, which requires a holistic approach – especially when the number of heat production options is increased. Size of solar collector fields, storage volume, and dynamic behavior of annual heat demand depends on each other closely. The optimization of these three mentioned parameters should be carried out when planning and designing solar district heating plants in order to achieve cost-effective solar heat for consumers. If there is no large storage components available for solar collector field, the size of solar collector field will be limited by the low heat demand in the summer period. Night cooling can be implemented to avoid overheating production of a solar collector field during the very few really sunny period. If seasonal storage
can be used in the district heating plants in a cost-effective way, the solar fraction can increase dramatically. Another solution to avoid overheat production can be using tracking collector, such as parabolic trough collectors. The tracking collectors can be partially defocused in summer if the solar heat is not needed for short periods. With defocus of tracking collector, the requirement of a large storage volume also can be avoided.

The building energy system areas can be divided into heating dominated area, heating & cooling balanced area, and cooling dominated area in the household sector. The leading countries of solar district heating systems in Europe are Denmark, Germany and Austria. The experiences presented in this study mainly are suitable for heating dominated areas in the world. Combined district heating and cooling systems integrated with seasonal storage, such as borehole thermal energy storage [105], has not been fully explored so far.

6. Conclusions and policy implications

A comprehensive analysis on the development of large solar district heating plants in Denmark are carried out. The development of solar district heating plants in Denmark has been clarified. Typical components of solar district heating plants have been summarized. The possibility of solar heating plants integrated with other renewable energy sources have been discussed. The following main conclusions may be drawn:

1. Low solar heat price is the main driving force of large solar district heating plants in Denmark. High heat price of electricity and natural gas boiler systems results in that the solar heat is very competitive for the end-users.
2. District heating companies are mainly owned by the end-users community. The consumers have the willingness to build solar district heating plants. Normally the land is very cheap.
3. High penetration of district heating networks in Denmark reduces the initial investment cost of solar heating plants. More than 64% of heat demand of Danish household is supplied by district heating networks.
4. Reliable solar collector components: Arcon-Sunmak A/S solar collectors are used in more than 70% solar heating plants in the market. High efficiency of large area solar collectors and long lifetime guarantees that the market has gained great confidence in the solar district heating market. This corresponds to an efficiency of around 40% in solar collector fields in Denmark (40% of the available solar irradiation is utilized).

The recommendations for future replicability in other countries are as follows:

1. Reliable solar collectors with long life time should be provided in the solar district heating systems. Performance guarantee should be done in order to increase the market confidence for the end-users.
2. Professional design and operation of solar district heating plants needs to be addressed carefully.
3. Heat price of solar heat should be evaluated to compare to local fossil energy systems, like natural gas boilers.
4. The policy-makers, consultant company and end-users should be updated about the whole process when a solar heating plant is implemented.
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